ABSTRACT

THE INFLUENCE OF PLAYING ACTIVITY WITH NATURAL MEDIA TO COGNITIVE ABILITY TO CLASSIFIED AN OBJECT FOR CHILDREN AT 5-6 YEARS OF AGE IN PAUD AMALIA TANJUNG SENANG BANDAR LAMPUNG ACADEMIC YEAR 2014/2015
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The problem of this study is about cognitive ability to classified an object for children at 5-6 years of age in PAUD Amalia Tanjung Senang Bandar Lampung wich inferior. The purpose of this study is to determined Playing Activity With Nature Media To Cognitive Ability Especially To Classified An Object Based On Colours, Shapes, Or Sizes in Three Different Variatntion. The study method is Pre- Experimental while study design used is experiment method. The sampling technique used for this study is maturatede or total sampling and data collecting technique used is observation technic and documentation. Data was analised using cross table and simple Regression Linier Tes Analysis. The study result showed that there was influence between playing activities by natural media to cognitive ability to classified an object.
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